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But theres one element that really bothered me. When Tim first arrives at
his dads apartment, he finds a train ticket addressed to him with a letter.
After reading it, Tim feels there are some things he needs to fix, but hes
hesitating because hes worried that he will be perceived as a wimp if he

does this. Pikachu then comes in and tells him hes just as wrong as Howard
was, and that hes up to it. Its only here that I was like: wtf? Why is Ash so

surprised that Tim will be willing to try to fix his mistakes? By that point, hes
already made it clear that he has forgiven Tim and is prepared to give him
another chance. Meanwhile, Ash is still worried about being perceived as a
wimp. He starts out worrying that Tim will try to put him in his place, then
he starts trying to prove that hes not a wimp, and hes actually worse off
than Tim is because Ash is making him jump through rah-rah hoops even

though he was the one who did wrong. Meanwhile, Tim doesnt need Ash to
prove that hes not a wimp and does this without any emotional drama. Its
like Ash is saying: you are taking a risk, but I'm not taking the risk for you,
so you're the one who has to decide what your risks are in life, not me. Not
only is this incredibly stupid for Ash to do, but its also a really bad message

to give to a child. I just dont get it. download stone fortress 4 cheats
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